SPACE SOLUTION SKEW SUITES

STANDARD OR CORNER
CLOSE COUPLED TOILET SUITES
P TRAP

Soft Close Seat
The Space Solution Close Coupled suites offer convenient options for skew installations where there is limited space.

- Both the Standard and Corner suites can be configured for left or right hand sewer outlet.
- The Corner suite can be installed for either left or right handed angle installation.
- 4 Star dual flush efficiency.

### Item | Description | Code
--- | --- | ---
Space Solution Close Coupled Skew Suite | C6799.6269SK
Toilet | Space Solution Close Coupled Pan | C6799
Cistern | Space Solution Cistern | C6269
Seat | Deluxe Soft Close Seat | C90801
Sewer | Pan Collar | X215
| 90° DWV Bend | X216

### Item | Description | Code
--- | --- | ---
Space Solution Corner Close Coupled Skew Suite | C6799.6267SK
Toilet | Space Solution Close Coupled Pan | C6799
Cistern | Space Solution Corner Cistern | C6267
Seat | Deluxe Soft Close Seat | C90801
Sewer | Pan Collar | X215
| 60° DWV Bend | X217

---

**SKEW OPTIONS USING CORNER SUITE (A,B)**

- **A**
  - 540
  - 650
  - 100
  - 100mm 60° DWV
  - 360
  - 100mm x 60° DWV

- **B**
  - 540
  - 650
  - 300
  - 100mm 60° DWV
  - 430
  - 100mm x 60° DWV

**SKEW OPTIONS USING STANDARD SUITE(C,D)**

- **C**
  - 360
  - ±150 GAP
  - 665
  - 200
  - 100mm x 90° DWV
  - 60 ±10
  - 330
  - 100mm x 90° DWV

- **D**
  - 790
  - 180
  - 60 ±10
  - 330
  - 100mm x 90° DWV

---

All dimensions are in millimetres and are subject to normal manufacturing variation of ±3mm on all surfaces.

As product development is ongoing BPA reserves the right to vary specifications without notice.
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